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The Pulse, this time, is not just a magazine, but in
disguise, it packs loads of love and well wishes!
Every year is important. 2018 was, and 2019 is.
It is time to review the past, cherish the good
times and let go off past mistakes.
K12 Family has grown exponentially last year;
the gigantic waves of growth took us along with
it and propelled us to grow whether we wanted
or not. Gems India schools, Dream India Schools
and another P.U College have been added to our
treasure trove apart from numerous innovations
in-house. These have hatched a new plot for the
K12 success story.
It's time to fly this 2019 with K12. Are you ready?

- Rupsa Banerjee
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Share with us your best memory from
the last year?
My best memory from the last year is my trip
to Finland. I could closely study the highly-appreciated Finnish education policies.

What do you plan to do in the year
ahead?
Over the years that I have been teaching, I
have learnt many of the values that underpin
being a teacher, besides just teaching. I have
learnt the basic philosophy that a teacher
has not taught until the student has learnt. I
have learnt that to be a good & responsible
teacher, I need to understand how the
students learn best & to recognize that individual students have their own learning
needs.
To be a competent teacher, I need to keep
abreast of the current technology & the
changing social & economical trends in the
country & the region. I do this by keeping in
contact with people, friends in the industries,
reading journals, attending seminars and
training programmes, surfing the Internet, &
attending conferences and exhibitions.

One teaching you would want everyone to know?

Spotlight

Her take on New Beginnings
Anju Nagpal,
Principal of GPS, Bathinda

“Nobody cares how much you know, until
they know how much you care.” Theodore
Roosevelt.
This is an important reminder that teaching is
all about building a relationship with your
students. In fact, in today’s world, when information is at our fingertips, we don’t need to
go to school to learn facts & figures - a quick
Google search, a glance at Wikipedia, or a
question posed to Siri will usually result in
answers to specific questions. Teaching is
really about inspiration, not information.
Effective teaching focuses on why & how, not
what. The goal should be to spark each
student’s imagination, to find a hook in their
heart & mind so that they feel a need to learn

the material is at our fingertips, we don’t
need to go to school to learn facts & figures
a quick Google search, a glance at Wikipedia, or a question posed to Siri will usually
result in answers to specific questions.
Teaching is really about inspiration, not information. Effective teaching focuses on why &
how, not what. The goal should be to spark
each student’s imagination, to find a hook in
their heart & mind so that they feel a need to
learn the material.

What's your say on the changing
times we are facing?

In today’s world, we are increasingly hearing
calls for global competencies; that is, we are
seeing demand for skills such as critical
thinking & creativity across both manual &
professional occupations. And as a result,reform. There is, therefore no doubt about
where education is going, but there is a great
deal of uncertainty concerning how to get
there, & importantly, how to measure progress along the way. That’s because this kind
of reform is not about adding new subjects;
it is about changing our entire approach to
information, about recognizing that having
content knowledge is insufficient & that we
must also understand how it is accessed,
stored, managed, retrieved, & manipulated.

If you were to be awarded a Nobel
prize, an Olympic or an academy
award, what would it be for and why?
Actors yearn for Oscars; athletes crave Olympic gold – but for scientists, writers & champions of world peace, there’s no bigger
achievement than a Nobel Prize. It’s not that
I will win any of those three, but if I really have
the choice, it would be the Nobel Prize. Not

because of the Prize, not because of the money,
not even because of the fame! I would choose
the Nobel because winning that would mean
that I had been a part of something that made
the world a better place and helped humanity.

Satyajit Ray
New Beginning, New Perception

NEW WAVE IN CINEMA
Satyajit Ray was a Bengali filmmaker, adamant on setting his own trend as he
brought in a wave of revolution in the
Indian cinema. His work in the 1950s was
recognized and appreciated all around
the world for his global approach to local
outlooks.
His famous works include ‘Apu Trilogy’
consisting ‘Pather Panchali’, ‘Aparajito’ &
Apur Sansar’, and many more, that won
him
NEW CINEMA, NEW TREND
This explains the magnitude of his impact
on the world, all because he decided not
to follow, but to set a new trend. He could
visualize and express the most simplest
and sensitive of human experiences, so
sensationally, that it left an impression on
the entire film industry, and on the audiences of different languages, different
cultures, and even far away lands. He
broke the generic pattern of filmmaking,
and created his own way of ‘Parallel
cinema’, through his unique art of storytelling, and his attitude of looking at
things differently.
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Perception plays a huge role in our
actions, and it is absolutely pure art to
master the skill of looking at things
differently. For a new beginning, one
must focus on a new outlook rather than
a new situation, which isn’t an easy skill
to learn.
So here we introduce to you, a man who
not only proved capable of molding his
own perceptions, but in hand taught
the entire world to look at itself from his
perception.

Satyajit Ray moved the world with his
fearless attitude, and a unique take on
everything. The delicacies of his work was
reflected in everything he did, including
his storyboarding of the sets before they
were built, screenplays he wrote, the
bouncing lights that he introduced on his
sets, even the costumes of the actors, to
ensure perfection in the depiction of each
scene. This dedication of his makes us
question ‘How many attempts have we
taken to look at things differently, or to
experiment with new ideas, rather than
giving in to the fear of failing?’ Let us be
inspired; only our efforts to a new perception is the answer to our new beginning,
our new ray of hope!

All Around
The World

Bringing You Educational News & Updates

Building
Blocks

Know HIS Journey better - Sr. Operation Manager (GEMS)

Surya Pratap
1. Environment-friendly School in Philippines
A school in Philippines is said to be entirely made by recycling wastages. This initiative towards protecting environment could make use
of 9000 waste pop bottles. School, if not inspires the young minds,
then what would?

2. The King’s School
Founded in 597 AD., this school is known to be the world’s oldest
school. Fascinating is, the school is still up-to-date with technologies
for modern education. No doubt, as the name itself is The King’s
School.

3. Kids on the Top already!
A school in Phumachangtang, Tibet is the world’s highest school. The
school rests at a height of 5,373 metres above sea level. What a thrill
to just being a student here !

4. Bless these kids!
In Kenya, kids can skip school if they want. Going to school is not
mandatory there, however, most of the kids go to school on a regular
basis.

(Source: Scoopwhoop)

Trying to be an example for a team is a difficult
thing, however, I feel we should not stop striving
for the same.
Starting with a step ahead towards Marketing
and Business Management, I continued to maintain the same belief and zeal. Every step turned
out to be helpful in getting me closer to my
career goal. Barriers and challenges indeed
come in any face to hinder, yet one has to overthrow them and move on forward.
The year 2018 taught me that the spirit of commitment and dedication is what helps in achieving one’s goal. It also has taught me to let go of
the negativities of past and hold on to the values
and lessons, I have learnt.
As a Senior Operations Manager at K12 Techno
Services, I feel privileged to be a part of such

vibrant environment. The responsibilities that
come with the designation has preeminence
over every other aspects. I anticipate to stand
honest towards my responsibilities, and if more,
contribute more than just that.
Over the years, the journey of my life has given
me the opportunities to strengthen the relations
with higher State and Central Govt. officials,
which in turn, I look forward to make it beneficial
for the organisation. Along with many other
resolutions, I would like to push myself and
ourselves as a team towards developing ideas
and concepts for the better administration
system.
It gives me pleasure to make a self decision of
working on myself towards building self-discipline, urge to do better and a bit more of enthusiasm.

DIY Lifestyle
New Decor Idea for this Year

Sunday Chef

This New Year, why not learn a new skill?
It is always good to start to learn.
To add, this simple DIY can beautify your
boring wall effortlessly.

Speak Sweet this Season

“Til-Gul Ghya
Ani God God
Bola”

1. One spool of jute rope
2. Round mirror
3. Nails

(Source: Place Of Origin)

‘Til-Gul Ghya Ani God God Bola’, a
very famous quote said in the Maharashtrian culture at the time of
Makar Sankranti. Know what it
means?
While Makar Sankranti marks the
end of the long nights of the winter
season, people also believe in
ending all enmity to initiate new
beginnings for the year ahead.
The Til-gul laddus are distributed,
along with the quote ‘Til-Gul Ghya
Ani God God Bola’ meaning ‘eat
these sesame seeds and speak
sweet words’. This festival is all
about spreading the love & joy in
the world, marking a beginning of
good health and good relations.

You’ll need:

Here’s how to do:
1. Mark the circumference of the round mirror
with the pencil. Divide the circumference of the
circle into 16 equal sections. Number each
section and hammer nails into it.
Send us the photos of the recent , dish
that you cooked on a Sunday & get them
featured in the upcoming Pulse. Also
share with us the recipe !
Best Photo & the recipe will be featured !

2. Using scale, mark 16 inches away straight from
nail no. 1 and 12 inches away for the next nail no.
2. Continue this clockwise, respectively. Number
the nails from 17-32 for these outer marks.
3. Wind the jute rope around the nails. Start at
nail 25, wind around nails 11, 29, 15, 17, 3, 21, and
7, ending at 25. Start at nail 26, wind the twine
around nails 12, 30, 16, 18, 4, 22, and 8, ending at
26.Start at nail 27, wind the twine around nails 13,

31, 1, 19, 5, 23, and 9, ending at 27. Start at nail
28, wind the twine around nails 14, 32, 2, 20, 6, 24,
10, ending at 28.
4. Next, start at nail 25 and wind the rope around
nails 9, 26, 10, 27, and 11. Continue this pattern,
alternating between the inner and outer nails in a
clockwise direction, until you make it back to 25.
Without cutting the rope, skip nail 9 and wind it
around nails 10, 26, 11, and 27, continuing the
same alternating pattern until you make it back
to nail 10. Finally, moving clockwise, wind the
rope around each inner nail in a clockwise direction until the circle is complete at nail 9.
5. Hang your mirror. Step back, stare, smile!

(Source: Riddle Ministry and Clive Gifford)

Brainy Day
Questions to tap your brain with

1

Scrapbook
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Here is what our Co-ordinator writes
The deep insight into a new beginning, resonating
through her gentle words, constrained us to know more
about her. Supriya Chatterjee, who also turns to be a
coordinator, graced our Scrapbook, filling it with her
words.

A new beginning

As I was going to St. Ives, I met a man with
seven wives. Each wife had seven sacks. Each
sack had seven cats. Each cat had seven kits.
How many were going to St. Ives?

3

2

The first rays of the sun
The gentle play of light and shade
The shimmering leaves
The sparkling dewdrops

The number of bacteria in a large jar doubles
every minute. The bacteria will take an hour to
fill the jar. When will the jar be half full?

Is this a new beginning?
How
excel

How can you stand behind your father while
he is standing behind you?

4
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Stare at the tip of the nose of the person in
the picture for five seconds. Did he seem
happy or sad?
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The flap of tiny wings
The tender nudge to stand
The letting go of fingers
Is this a new beginning?
Every breath, every move
The first glance to eternal sleep
The stir of the soul from one realm to the next
Life begins with a ray of hope

- Supriya Chatterjee
OISKKH
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One. Only I was going to St. Ives.
59 minutes. In the next 1 minute, it gets doubled and fills the jar.
Stand back to back
Like other dominant sides of your body parts, you also have a dominant side of the eye. Here,
if he seems happy, your left side of the eye is dominant and if sad, your right side is dominant.
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Get Movie-ing
Watch and get inspired

Subject Tracker

Earth is our ONLY home! Teach your kids to value!

Playing
Liz
Gilbert,
whose perfect life gets
shattered suddenly, after
the tragic divorce with
her husband, she steps
out of her comfort zone.
With the money that is
left with her, she starts
exploring places to
experience the simplicity of Italy, the devotion
in India and eventually,
the meaning of love &
inner peace in Bali.
Inspired by a true story,
the movie inspires this
New Year, to let go of
the suppressing emotions and live life at the
fullest,
rediscovering
self.

(Source: Doggo News)

Considered as one of
the amazing movies of
Julia Roberts, ‘Eat Pray
Love’ has the message,
loud & clear that finding
yourself is the real joy.

Kids love stories! But not a tale, fable, fairy
tale, or any such parable this time; rather a
story to inspire them, make them love their
home ‘The Earth’, even more! A narrative, in
fact, to make them feel more proud and
responsible towards the planet they live in!

Emphasize here, as if you felt pride in seeing
how the recycled hexagonal pods were used
to create habitats for plants and wildlife!

Begin as if you have been; been to Rotterdam Floating park! We know you have not,
but your kids won’t find and it may impact
more.

And importantly, make them also feel the
pride for such parks made, about their initiative towards protecting the earth, and instil
in them the urge of doing same, as much as
possible and wherever, possible. As we,
teachers are meant to impact the young
minds, and not just teach.

Continue as if you saw, how beautifully the
waste materials were used in the park and
recycled in a fascinating idea!

In the end, tell them the truth that you have
actually not been there, but read the same
in our magazine, The Pulse, if you may!

Excitedly add, as if you enjoyed the privilege
of entering into the park and chilling out
there!

smile, with heavy steps reaches up to a
wooden chair opposite to him, and sits. He
smiles at her, a strange smile! She suddenly
gets up & turns the phonograph on; the
same soothing Grand piano tunes play.

The Second Episode

The tunes burst out that frustration, his strange
smile was suppressing. He shouts at her, “I don’t
play piano now! I used to!” His eyes turn red &
his voice, ruder, “Just shut that thing! I hate
these tunes.” Scared, she turns the phonograph
off hastily. He breathes and switches his mood in
a second & softly says, “Mumma, sit!” She, with
heavier steps, walks up to the chair and sits.

The Grand

Piano Tunes

- Abraham

Mrs. Sophie lifts up her brows. Her uneasy
eyes stare at passing clouds far away and the
soft sunset at the horizon through the
window. The horizon darkens and the sun
rises, again.
A cupboard door slams. It excites Lancy; she
comes running, “Mumma, you got new
boots for Jude?” Mrs. Sophie nods her head.
Panting, Lancy curiously asks, “and…. and
you kept his old boots in here?” She turns to
Lancy, “Yes! Lan. Your first doll is still in
here.” Lan giggles and says, “Mumma, Let
me see what all are there!” Checking the
door’s lock, she leans towards Lancy and
says, “Some other time?..... Now! Gather
everyone for study! Go!” Lancy runs away;
her shirt’s left sleeve randomly swings in the
air.
The maid speaks from behind, “Madam! You
don’t show inside to anyone.” Mrs. Sophie
smiles a little and walks away, managing to
utter, “Maybe, the time has not come!” The
left behind, unlearned maid tries to read
‘The Beginning’ written on the cupboard,
“T…..B…..E……D…..E…..”
The noise of kids makes the maid blink her

eye. Mrs. Sophie interrupts, “Okay, quiet!
Let me tell you an old fable.” Kids around her
exclaim, “Yeah!” With a deep voice, she
begins, “Centuries ago, there was an entity,
unstable and free, her voice, “That entity
would sometimes, get so sad and lonely, it
would turn hard and cold, and sometimes, so
angry, it would turn hot and disappear into
air, Fuzzzzzz.” Everyone flinches. She smiles
and continues in her sweet voice, “that free
and unstable entity is called water that can
flow everywhere. When it gets cold and hard,
it is called ice, and when heated, it gets hot
and disappears as vapour. Ice, water and
vapour are the same entity, but different
states. Understood?” They all nod their
head.
The doorbell rings. Mrs. Sophie turns to the
door and back to the kids, “Okay! Now, I
shall meet our guest. Do not play around!”
Even before she could finish, Lancy runs to
play around, while she heads to the door.
Mrs. Sophie’s excited face turns pale as she
opens the door. A man hugs her abruptly
and greets, “Hey, Mumma!” He steps inside
and makes himself comfortable on the sofa.
She slowly closes the door and pretending a

Noticing the paper fold in her hand, he exclaims,
“Oh yes! The telegram!” The weird pauses, that
he takes while speaking, spread villainous ambience in the air. Clearing his throat, he starts, “If
you have read it by now, you should know, if I
could throw away my own child to some adoption centre, just because he had an underdeveloped brain, then, it would take me no second to
throw away these kids that you have.” Looking
into her scared eyes, he continues softly, “But I
care for you! Give away these kids to some
orphanages. What are they to you?” She turns
her head right to hide her tear.
While in the other room, Smita whispers to Lancy,
“He should not start practising today.” The
puppet of an old clock in the living room pops
out, once. The son exclaims, “Oh! It is 1
already!” Then, immediately follows, random
Grandpiano notes, “Ting… tong…..tung…..
dhong…” Mrs. Sophie freaks. Her frustrated son,
turning his head towards the other room, shouts,
“Now, who started that? Shut…… that……thing……!” The Grandpiano tunes stop.
Slowly turning towards her, he adds adamantly, “I
said, give these kids away, & you stay with us. (a
pause) If not, I am making an arrangement to
shift you all to the orphanage in town.” Walking
up to next to her, he claims, “This is my rightful
home.” She whimpers holding his hand, helplessly, “Please, Ark! Don’t…!” His voice trembles, “These kids have always taken my portion
of love. I had to equally share your love and
attention with them, all my growing days.

They call you ‘Mumma’, which I only could
and should.” An abrupt end spreads unhappiness, so dense and palpable! Walking
away, he mumbles, “But you won’t

understand!”
Standing at the door, he beckons, “Officer!
Please come in! Let’s start!
Officers move in and begin to shift things
outside the house. Mrs. Sophie sits on the
chair, lost, shocked and quiet! The maid runs
to stand by her side. Ark stands next to the
window facing outside, cruel and tough!
While others are dismantling furniture, metal
makes a clink sound. A door’s handle rolls up
to his feet. He picks it up, turning around to
check. He shouts suddenly, “Stop! Do not
mess that!”
Here is, Mrs. Sophie’s most precious belonging, that vintage cupboard, the never
revealed treasure, with its door, opened
wide! Perhaps, the time had come that Mrs.
Sophie had claimed to not have come till
then!
Officers are frozen and still, as Ark slowly
heads towards the cupboard. Mrs. Sophie
only stares at him picking up a box from
inside, named Lancy, with her old doll in it.
Lancy sees it, but the coldness of the environment stops her from giggling! He places
that box back with utmost care and picks up
another box. The maid tries to read the
name written on the box, in herself,
“A…….P……N…….I…….N……O”
He, seeing the box and the stuff inside for
the first time, turns to Mrs. Sophie with teary
eyes, and asks, “Am I not your real son?”

To be Continued…

(Source: Alsenio)

Fashion
It’s that time of the year where we are all stuck
between the thought of whether it is too hot to
be wearing a jacket, or too cold to be wearing
just a shirt. Since early morning rush is one of the
perks of being a teacher, we totally understand
how one might not want to compromise on looking fit & fine for their first class. Moreover, it
directly reflects in the students’ interest in the
class, the fresher you are, the fresher are your
students, which is why sweater vests are the
perfect choice. Go subtle this season. Pick out an
open sweater or a sweater vest that will go on top
of any shirt you might want to wear. We suggest
Black, the shade of Makar Sankranti, or Yellow, for
the touch of Vasant Panchmi.

(Source: The Idle Man)

Go Subtle this Season

Resolutions to your queries

Ask The Expert

1.

We suggest, “Let us not take
the troubling emotions or
problems, hiding anymore into
the new phases of our life.”
A new year has begun, but the
same bitter issues? Seek your
serenity in every way possible;
you deserve it.
Let us know your problems or
queries, we have Psychologist
with us to address them.

“Why did you check my kid’s homework
with blue ink? Why are you not assigning
homework to him? What you write in his
copy is not readable!” - Regular such unnecessary comments from one of my students’
parent have harassed me, & surely, not only
me. I feel so negative in class, seeing him.
Please suggest Mrs. TT.
Even the best of us cannot make everyone
happy. Life's like this. Not all parents would
be happy with you as a teacher. All you can
do is keep doing your best. Keep in mind all
the points the parent has been criticising you
on and try to communicate about the
same...you cannot do anything beyond that.

2.

Strict Mrs. SMN still believes in the punishment system; obviously in a balanced
way. She feels that the punishments in her
school days have made her disciplined as
she is today. Some mischiefs and obstinacy
can only be cured with right punishment,
she believes. In short, she is not happy with
the eliminated punishment system. Let us
now read from the expert.
Times are changing and so is the education
system. What worked 20 years back, might
not work today. Just like new teaching methodologies, disciplinarian techniques should
also evolve. Today's children are more sensitive, & often hardcore punishments can
affect them adversely.

3. Mrs. P sadly writes to us, “I hate my

school environment. As I am new to the
organisation, I find ‘groupism’ to exist here.
I am every morning worried about how the
day would end. The backbitings, envy &
humiliation are not what I was ready for.”
She needs an expert resolution.
You may help the group or one of the group
members when they are in need or distress.
Compassion and sympathy can go a long
way to convert enemies into friends. But if
the group is too unruly, report them to
higher authorities. They can do the needful.

Every
End is
a

New
Beginning

eginning
B
ew
N
The voyage that began in a womb,
Appreciated its arrival in humanity,

Growing up in the tenderness of a family,

But soon is left in the world, unaccompanied
Pursuing a dream that’s far and out of sight,
Ends up living the dreams of other families,
Then comes one fine day of dream employment,
Hoping again to rise from rags to riches,
Every soul possesses a chance of a “New Beginning”
With solitude healed by Almighty’s grace.
Remove the ashes, fan the flame of hope,
For the new road is not easy as it appears forth
Burns, perils and fear shall come along,
Beginning can seem insecure, nevertheless,
the end is worth.
- Nidhi
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Archana .S (THANE)
Debashree .M (KOPARKHAIRANE)
Punam .K (THANE)

GRADE 5-6

NUMERACY

Maths

GRADE 1-2

THE TUTOR’S TURN TOPPERS

English

Afrin .S (K12 MUMBAI)
Vijaya .L (MYSORE ROAD)

Meenakshi .S (BATHINDA)
EVS Grade 3-5

Prity Verma (SARJAPUR)

Counselling
Shiva Sharma (NAGARBHAVI)

SST
Parminder Kaur (PATIALA)
Nazia .K (INDORE)
Aarti .K (INDORE)
Sukhsagar .R (BATHINDA)

Hindi

Science

Dance

RISHMA .K (BATHINDA)
Kuldip Kaur (BATHINDA)
Lower Grade

Neeru .S (BATHINDA)

Sports
Teena (BATHINDA)
Shakti Kumar (BATHINDA)

EYP
Meena .M (MYSORE ROAD)
Beena .C (SARJAPUR)

Computer Science
Deeksha (SAHAKAR NAGAR)
Mukta .S (GURUGRAM)
Deepa (BTM)

Special Education
Vishvpreet Kaur .B (BATHINDA)

Higher Grade

Rupinder Kaur (BATHINDA)

Biology

French

Noshin .K (INDORE)

Della .T (J P NAGAR)

Physics

Lower Grade

Janaki .S (SAHAKAR NAGAR)

Sharmin .G (KURLA)
Kanika .M (K12 MUMBAI)
Mugdha .A (MALAD)
Sandhyarani M (BTM)

Chemistry

Payal .T (K12 GEMS)
Chemistry

Baljinder Kaur (PATIALA)
Chemistry

Rajni M (INDORE)
Chemistry

Priyanka .C (BHOPAL)
Chemistry

Meenakshi .K (INDORE)
Chemistry

Sandeep .S (BATHINDA)
Science Grade 1-5

Higher Grade

Kannada
Geetha .U (NAGARBHAVI)
Lower Grade

Latha (BTM)
Higher Grade

NAMRATA THAKUR

Next Theme

Love &
Harmony
Want to be a part of it ? Send in your entry
on the theme to us on pulsenewsletter@orchids.edu.in

